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FUNDEMENTALS OF SPIRITUAL CYBERNETICS
IN THE ASPECT OF ENIOPSYCHOLOGY
The one who has cognized the nature of ultra-relativist velocities is assimilated to Divinity.
The way of cognizing the intellect nature is only attainable to a man-the-Spirit.
Valeri Krishnev
Remarkable scientific discoveries of scientists in the areas of physics, metaphysics, psychology
and parapsychology, eniology and healing arts made it possible to formulate, on the level of
paradigms, hypotheses and theories, the laws of fundamental interactions of torsion and lepton
fields in the background of cosmic and Earth ether.
Those discoveries allowed scientists to approach to the cognition and realization of the
contensive essence of the subtle (energoinformation) world, physical and metaphysical core of
conscience, mentality, as well as to the substances of the spirit of a spiritual soul, the spirit of an
animal soul and the spirit of a corporal shell.
Those spiritual recoveries occurred with many earthmen on all continents of the Globe
(scientists, religious figures, morally high-developed members of the social community), who
strive for the Earth planet spiritualization. The fact, that time has come for the integration and
merge of science and religion in search of the truth and meaning of a person’s terrestrial
existence, is a natural process.
We are pleased to state, that these were the scientists of Russia, who arrived to a conclusion
about the existence of the Universe Creator (quoted from the speech of the President of the
Russian Academy of Sciences Academician Yu. Osipov).
In doing so, they do not attempt to argue the global postulate of a God Creator’s existence, since
this, as a reality, is beyond an "earth creature's" understanding; what is more relevant is that
blasphemous neglect has moved away from atheism-materialism.
Even for non-Philistines it appeared to be a problem to figure out the Earth planet in the image of
the solar system. Only every thirtieth of the respondents was able to show where our planet, 'the
Earth", is located. And only every hundredth was able to somehow reason upon his/her staying
here on Earth or give a definition to their sense of living. Such utter ignorance, removed
unexpectedly away from their "boxes" (computers, TVs, cars), testifies for the prevalence of the
brute in our fellow beings (grouped civilized savages). Inhere, in the dominion of hypocrisy and
mean brazen lie, there’s no place left for spirituality. Each of us is to rise from this spiritual
degradation and become an individual, a human being (Spirit in a flesh); however, one can only
do this through one’s faith in the Heavenly Master Jesus Christ Nazorey, as well as through
realization that only the way of moral purification and perfection can be the essence of our life
with its sense, value and purpose.
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Some “swift-winged” scientists representing theoretical physics hastened with declarations on
acknowledging the Creator, on finding out the phenomenon of human conscience and
parapsychology, on getting proofs of the existence of the subtle world, human subtle bodies,
psycho-energy; though, it’s actually a mere illusion of approaching the source of our reality.
Neither have we got the slightest idea of the physics of the applied laws of nature (magnetism,
electromagnemtism, gravity, holography, etc.), describing them figuratively or in a formalized
manner – we are considerably less knowledgeable about the subtle world. Everyone is familiar
with the common truths: “What is underneath is overhead”; “What is in a little scruple is in a big
outward”; “Cognize your own self and you will cognize the whole world”.
And this is not surprising, as those physicists-theoreticians ignored the prediction of V.I. Lenin,
who in the remote year of 1909 in his scientific paper “Materialism and Empirical criticism” was
writing about the probable withdraw of mathematicians-physicists from dialectal materialism.
Since the times of Leonhard Euler all mathematical doctrines have been built up based on
irrational numbers and trimmed by “time constants”, which are very far from the physical
notions of an ordinary individual. Mathematical idealism in pure form (some titled doctors of
“physical mathematical sciences" raise the deceased from the dead, others climb the mountains
equipping themselves with an alarm-clock and claiming that their time (i.e. name) is shifting (the
one, who set off, had been named “Ivan”, before at last he descended, now as a “Stepan”).
Going back to the figurative saying of V.I. Lenin, “new physics has swerved to idealism, mainly
because physicists were ignorant of dialectics” (1, p. 276-277); according to physicists, “matter
has gone, only equations have kept” (1, p. 326), since, in fact, the scientists refused to view the
physical origin of phenomena.
Instead of making conclusions as to the inner essence of processes, through summarizing
multiplied data on various phenomena, physicists started to produce the so-called ‘postulates’, or
assumptions, which, in their opinion, nature has to follow.
In the same way, there have been worked out five postulates, taken as the basis for the Special
relativity theory (SRT):
- nature having no ether;
- the principle of relativity (all processes in a system moving uniformly and rectilinearly
proceed under the same laws, as in a system at rest);
- the principle of light velocity constancy (velocity of light in any inertial system keeps
constant and is not dependant on the velocity of the source of light);
- the invariance of a four-dimensional interval, where ‘space’ and ‘time’ turn to be
interconnected through the light velocity.
Yet, in working out the gravitation theory (General relativity theory), Albert Einstein concluded
that his theory would still remain incomplete without ‘ether’, and thus introduced the concept of
the presence of ether in space, by adding five more postulates to those already existing (SRT):
- all SRT postulates cover gravitation;
- space and time are correlated with the gravitational field and make it conditional;
- covariance of the system of equations with regard to conversions;
- the equality of propagation velocity of gravitation of light velocity;
- the presence of ether in space.
The physical world forcedly imagined by mathematicians-physicists does not only stay far from
casting light on physical phenomena, but rather leads science into a dead end.
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On the other hand, for an atheist-materialist research is only acceptable in its experimental form,
having as its purpose rational results with their productive force, like for Mowgli the man-cub,
raised in the jungle social medium, who makes use of his sensors of perception: visual, aural,
tactile, olfactory, gustatory, and of the ability to ratiocinate, make comparisons and conclusions,
acquired through being bred and educated, who, over seventy years, out of ideological
considerations, at one or another stage, has rejected genetics, cybernetics, immunology,
bioenegertics, parapsychology, and nowadays – eniology and eniopsychology, viewing these
branches of science as occult mysticism, on the ground that the said sciences’ elements refer to
unobservable forms of reality. The following thing is obvious as well – all scientific methods
with their devices, aids, instruments, computer machines represent themselves only the ways of
persuasion in the observed (perceived) processes’ truth, but do not reveal the physics of the
process itself.
Nonetheless, there are some “advanced” scientists, who insist on the importance of intuition,
afflation and visions, drawn from the depths of subconsciousness during the process of creation,
while strictly analytical, logical, rational, as well as critical, intellectual activity, according to
them, is a gross energoinformational load on brain convolutions, carrying cerebrum, spinal cord
and abdominal brain to a resonance with adjusting them to the problem under solution.
This sort of recompense for the said ‘intellectual’ labor comes from above, through our guardian
angels (holy spirits). If the discoveries had been made for the welfare of human spiritual
development, then the process was supported by the upper forces, and vice versa.
Outstanding discoveries were made by scientists and clairvoyants in the state of their
consciousness being desactivated: atomic structure by Nils Bohr, periodic table by D.I.
Mendeleyev, the future of humanity by Michel Nostradamus, the termination of the Great
Patriotic War by V. Messing, etc. There is every reason to say that new knowledge is drawn out
of human subconsciousness (spinal cord biocomputer) by intuition (by means of adjustment to a
local information channel of the World data bank), or through afflation (in the proper place at a
specified time on the eve of our discoverer’s birth on account of a providential Earth mission, i.e.
only this erudite, and no one but him).
In the process of intuitive visualizations there occurs motivational penetration of a conscious
thought through a barrier into the area of subconsciousness (spinal cord with a computer,
connected to the Ecumenical consciousness, i.e. the source of knowledge); in the process of
afflation similar penetration occurs spontaneously (as per vital program laid down in a prenatal
period).
The existing prohibition complexes against any possible novelties are paradoxical: our mind,
using science, is fed with knowledge, claiming from the brain (cerebrum) for its intellect and
capacity to understand and recognize (realize) what's going on all around, for the welfare of the
‘earth creature’, i.e. the spirit of an animal soul with its corporal shell. But the demands of the
mindset, typical for Mowgli-like social mediums of the civilized jungles, are well-known: this is
nothing more that fraud and disinformation, the source of myth-making in science, which push
the civilization to the abyss; while subconsciousness is fed with esoteric (veiled) knowledge,
where mysticism is the penetration of veiled knowledge into our consciousness.
The civilization structure resembles the intracellular texture of an egg (what is mysterious or
veiled with regard to an animal unit is hidden in the yolk, while the egg-white is just a medium,
or environment, promoting its development). In the same way, the competence of the brain of a
human-being from a Mowgli-like social medium are completely ignorant as compared with the
spinal cord knowledge, as it only promotes the development and vital capacity of a corporal shell
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which houses, and preserves within itself, like a set of nesting dolls, the secret knowledge of a
microworld (abdominal brain) and of a macroworld (spinal cord).
This rational, pragmatic intellect of the brain of a Mowgli-like medium’s being with its
deductive, logical and experimental arguments, stuffed with self-created theories, hypotheses and
models, goes on carrying with it disaster and misfortune to all earthmen. The scientific myth
“Religion is Dope for People” destroyed not only cultural values in the form of churches, but
also that moral stem, which bonded each civilized commonwealth at all times.
Time has come to admit the need for the reunion of scientists’ and theologians’ efforts for the
sake of expanding consciousness and perception of the Universe both in the aspect of physical
laws and a more common, many-sided and correct perception of the world and a man.
In terms of eniopsychology, religion was given to humanity by the Higher Intellect, revealing to
earthmen, with the aid of Prophets and Preachers by revelation and intuition through meditation,
afflation and inspiration of those personalities, the most relevant knowledge of the Spirits of a
spiritual and animal soul, the Spirit of corporal shell, the meaning of a human life on Earth in the
corporal shell, the structure of Being and beginnings of biological life in the form of the corporal
shell, equally as we are taught about the invention of an automobile, which had not existed
before. Only ignorant people identify a car with a person inside it, the corporal shell of a person
and this shell’s Spirit inside himself, this corporal shell’s Spirit and the Spirit of the personality
inside him, the Spirit of the personality and the Holy Spirit visiting him, when we follow the
decalogues of Jesus Christ Nazorey.
“There’s an outward life compared with an egg-white, and an inner life compared with an eggyolk; the life of a social medium is made up likewise: science is its external manifestation, while
religion is its inner side”. The tendency of some religions to bring the life of a social medium and
each individual to a dead-end (saying, the life is given only once, and then it is followed by a
“hell” or “paradise”, there will be no return to Earth for the evolution of the Spirit of an animal
soul) is nothing more than a religious atheistic outlook, which has nothing in common with the
Divine teaching of the Spiritual Master Jesus Christ Nazorey.
Our Christian churchmen forgot the words of their Master Jesus Christ Nazorey: “I’ve come to
show the resources of an individual. What is done by me all people can do. And what I am all
people will be. These gifts belong to all folks in all lands, as this is water and bread of life”; as
well as the words concerning proficient singers: “Where do their talents and this strength come
from? Of course, for a single short life, they would not be able to accumulate the quality of the
voice, neither the knowledge of the laws of consonance. Is this a miracle? No, it is not. As
everything has in its start natural laws. Thousands of years ago these people already put
together their harmony and features. And their repeated apparition is for getting knowledge out
of sundry manifestations”.
Nicolas Roerich, “Altay Gimalaya”
(New York: Frederick A. Stokes Co., 1929)
Throughout the long period of confrontation, religion undertook “awkward” attempts to stay
close to science. The divine learning of Jesus Christ was reformed shamelessly and
unscrupulously (theologian Origen was “rotten” in the underground vault for having propagated
reincarnation and impersonation; Old Believers were burnt alive, beheaded and impaled on sharp
sticks for their non-observance of reforms relating to masses and devotions, introduced by
patriarch Nikon). Well, what right has a bearded and moustached “earth creature” to reform the
divine learning of Jesus Christ Nazorey first, and then, to atrociously kill the Christians faithful?
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Hence, religion and science equally bear within themselves both good and evil, and time has
come for them to integrate for the triumph of freedom and justice, for the welfare of a future
spiritualized earthman, who, if not for science, would still remain an antique prayerful recluse,
and if not for religion, a monster brute from the civilized jungle, provided with the instinct to
devour and reproduce. This is the reason why a human being was given a heart and intellect as
one unity, which constitutes a bioresonant contour of the human “ego”, used as a means of
communication with the abdominal brain biocomputer holding the information of a microworld
and the whole past history, as well as with the spinal cord biocomputer holding the information
of a macroworld and of the future (since the spinal cord is provided with a cosmic antenna in the
form of a vertebral column, which is functioning in torsion (twist) fields). Let us not forget, that
the Earth planet has got a torsion channel, formed by counteracting forces, produced at its
rotation with the Venus planet and its satellite, the Moon.
As is shown by experimental research, conscience and matter, on the torsion fields’ level, are
inseparable, for this is through conscience, where discontinued connection between the Subtle
World levels and all fields with their material objects are sustained. This particular idea of unity
was being delivered by Pythagor and his followers about 2500 years ago. However, for an
atheistic science the question how the information gets into the brain and what sort of processes
are going on inside the brain, as well as in the rest organism, still remains an enigma. Having got
a certain idea of the human left and right hemispheres’ functions (the right hemisphere is
responsible for emotions and creative thinking, while the left hemisphere – for logical and
abstract thinking), today’s man still remains unaware of why the Pharaohs of ancient
civilizations used intuition as an instrument of cognition (i.e. the right cerebral hemisphere). This
is just because their brain was able to initiate special resonant vibrations in the Earth-surface
ether, which up to this day remains to be the source of the constructive energy. And these were
them who could create material values and displace with their creative thought the stone rocks.
For our atheistic robots with their logic and left hemisphere intellect, the right hemisphere
thought process appears unattainable, as it has not been practiced since the times of their infancy
and has kept nonfunctional, the same would happen to Mowgli the man-cub raised by a shewolf, whose unclaimed left hemisphere areas have become atrophic (to start educating him at the
age of 12 is equal to starting the supply of 1000V voltage to your computer, or, otherwise,
Mowgli, in a way similar to an electric fuse reaction, will switch off, or Mowgli will die in his
effort to comprehend the demand received from our robot atheist).
It gives you an impression there are two personalities: a Mowgli of the jungle and a Mowgli of a
social medium (civilized jungle). In one of them the right hemisphere is developed, with its
adjustment to what is called intuitive, figurative, or animal (a wolf, hog, deer, bear, etc.), while
in the other – the left hemisphere, which is adjusted to what is called material, rational and
logical. However, in both cases a human "individual" is absent, as is absent the spiritual basis;
though the soul is present, as it is present in a stone (like any other process with an energy field).
Therefore, the leading place in science is to be occupied by its spiritual constituent, which is
named ENIOPSYCHOLOGY, and which is based on Spiritual cybernetics.
The introduction of the concept of cybernetics [3], as a “science of managing” the inferior
system (object) by the superior managing system on account of feedback, is in quite a full accord
under the interaction of the two quantum-field substances – the corporal shell Spirit of terrestrial
origin and the personality Spirit capable of being modulated by the Heavenly Holy Spirit of
celestial origin, who landed to fulfill its mission on Earth.
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The formation, development and interaction of the two substances inside one corporal shell
(either of a male or a female) are distinctly represented by 12 Absolute laws of spiritual selfdevelopment:
1) The spiritual quantum emitter of the spiritual “ego” of a human race representative
(HRR) is formed in the subtle virtual background much earlier as compared with his flesh
(here lies the essence of a phenomenon: “They start talking about a person before the one
is born”).
2) HRR, in the form of a protein-nucleic shell, comes into being provided with a genetic
code of a corporal shell form and an individual program of its development (determinate
one, free from the will of its corporal soul Spirit (CSS), or stochastic one, dependent on
the manifestation of the CSS volitional selfness).
3) Location and time of the corporal shell coming into being is strictly determined in the
social medium (the existence of this law confirms the faculty of some sensitives to
predict a birth (or “decease”) event and to foretell events for individuals with a
determinate program of development).
4) At the time of an individual reaching adulthood, in an HRR the factor of recognized
responsibility for his deeds and behaviors before his social medium is activated through
the rudimentary Spiritual “ego” (the Spirit of an animal soul) with the “for fear” or “for
conscience” motivation.
5) During the process of living an HRR exercises interaction, by means of the dialogue with
his own self (between the CSS and the manager of the recognized responsibility factor –
the animal soul Spirit, ASS) and by means of the dialogue with his social medium
through the ASS.
6) The ASS’s recognition of the process “I'm thinking of the fact that “I think” moulds the
sense of self-sufficiency of a HRR on the level of a Mowgli-like social medium,
accustomed to survive in the local medium surroundings.
7) The start of an HRR’s formation as a personality is connected with the moment
recognizing his own self in the Spirit (the law confirms the appropriateness of the ancient
Indian (Sanskrit) word interpretation: in “chelovek” (human-being) ‘chelo’ stands for
‘spirit’ and ‘vek’ – for ‘century’) . /Those beings who do not happen to cross this
threshold, are destined to remain biped thinking earth creatures/
8) The perception of one’s own self in the Spirit is the first step towards spiritual
discernment away from spiritual ignorance, setting oneself free from "spiritual blindness"
and turning to understanding, on the level of conscience, of "Who is my "ego" and what
is my flesh".
9) Making a harmony from among the CSS’s “I want” and the ASS’s “you must” and be
pleased with the fact that “what is mine and what I own” is the prerogative of our
developed spiritual “ego” (the personality Spirit). /The second step of an HRR along the
way of Spiritual ascension forward and upward/
10) The personality Spirit’s (PS) program is strictly determined and oriented at the functions
and tasks of interaction with a social medium in the aspect of self-realization (the law
confirms the essence of the phenomenon: “Everyone gets one’s own, according to one’s
life in a society – either music or technics”).
11) PS’s programs are individual and unique (like fingerprints).
12) The third, and final, step of an HRR on the way of molding within one’s own self a
perfect (enlightened) Spiritual personality is the modulation of our PS by the Holy Spirit
and the acquisition of the spiritual soul Spirit (SSS), which has got its Spiritual Home
beyond the Solar System. (The law confirms the lawfulness of using pyramids by
Atlantes for the SSS’s ascent homeward, the Galaxy Milky Way).
Resume: The living substance of the Earth and cosmic ether on the field level in the form of
lepton fields, produced by Venus-Earth planetary torsion interaction, makes up a quantum
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emitter of the corporal soul Spirit, equally as of any other earth creature, in accord with the
program of the Earth biosphere evolution.
The formation of the Spiritual ‘ego’ (from the animal soul Spirit to the personality Spirit) occurs
under the influence of the torsion field, produced by Uranus-Pluto planetary interaction.
The timely cognition of one’s own self in the Spirit and of one’s own predetermined mission in a
social medium is a guarantee for the fast fulfillment of a specified earth program, delightful
living (however hard for the corporal shell and its manager (the Spirit) it could be) and return to
one’s Spiritual Home place. The corporal soul Spirit’s capacities, unclaimed by our Spiritual
“ego”, become atrophic (disappear); along with the destruction of the corporal shell, its quantum
emitter (CSS) gets absorbed in the terrestrial energoinformation field, and our genuine Spiritual
“ego”, having gone through noospheric rehabilitation, appears, a certain time afterwards,
reincarnated in a new corporal shell.
The elements of spiritual cybernetics are also [2, 3]: absolute psychoanalysis, absolute spiritual
“ego”, absolute law of macrobiosis, absolute principle of complementarity, absolute healing,
absolute holograms of spirits – of a perfect Homo, a Homo sapiens and a Homo roboticus.
Fig. 1 shows the dynamics (evolution) of a humanlike “earth creature” developing into a
spiritualized individual.
Момент рождения
До 7 лет формируется человекоподобная «земная
тварь»
Ребенок получает образование и воспитание в семье
людей
До 14 лет формируется человекоподобный "маугли
социума": включается, либо не включается, сознание
– ответственность за страх либо за совесть
Ребенок развивается среди животных, зверей на двух
либо 4-х ногах.
Сознание «за страх» формируется у атеистовматериалистов, язычников 25%
Сознание «за совесть» формируется у «избранных»
духовных сталкеров (проводников) 25%
До 12 лет формируется устойчивая зависимость
сознания от поведенческой психики зверя-маугли с
настройкой на выживание
Сознание не включено: маугли-социума до 30 лет
формируется под воздействием земной либо
божественной силы (50% от численности землян)
До 30 лет телесная оболочка управляется
биокомпьютером брюшного мозга до полного
разрушения
Открытия в науке направлены на разрушение
способности осознания себя в духе и надземного и
космического эфира, насаждая тотальную алчность –
чем больше материальных ценностей, тем лучше
Открытия в науке направлены на осознание себя в
духе и его земной миссии в телесной оболочке; на
великое таинство виртуальной реальности,
составляющей надземный и космический эфир; на
путь вперед и вверх к Отцу небесному на духовную
родину

Point of birth
Up to the 7-year-old age the formation of a humanlike
“earth creature” goes on
A child is raised and educated in a family of human
beings
Up to the 14-year-old age the formation of a humanlike
being “of a Mowgli-like social medium” goes on:
activation (or desactivation) of the consciousness takes
place - responsibility for fear or for conscience
A man-cub is raised in the medium of bipedal or
quadrupedal animals, beasts.
The formation of atheists-materialists’ “for fear”
consciousness takes place (25%)
The formation of “for conscience“ consciousness in
Peculiar spiritual stalkers, or guides (men of choice),
takes place (25%)
Up to the 12-year-old age there occurs the formation of
the stable dependence of consciousness on the
behavioral psyche of a Mowgli animal being with its
adjustment to surviving
Consciousness desactivated: Mowgli medium’s is
molded up to 30 years of age under the influence of the
earth or heavenly force (50% of the entire earth
population)
Up to 30 years of age the corporal shell is managed by
the abdominal brain biocomputer till it is fully destroyed
Scientific discoveries are aimed at the destruction of the
capacity to realize one’s own self in the Spirit of the
Earth and cosmic ether, and total greediness is
propagated – the more material values, the better
Scientific discoveries are aimed at the realization of
one’s own self in the Spirit and its earth mission in the
corporal shell; at the virtual reality great sacrament,
which the Earth and cosmic ether is made up of; at the
advancement, forward and upward, to the Heavenly
Father, towards spiritual home
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Fig.1. Evolution of a humanlike “earth creature” into a spiritualized individual
Even under the impact of the parental environment, of the societal education and breeding, the
exposure of a future man-the-Spirit to the external action of the Earth ether’s disincarnated
Spirits is so essential, that it may not be neglected in any circumstances.
Fig. 2 shows the trans-communication labyrinth, which all the Spirits have to go through in order
to become a spiritualized individual.
ДТО «земная тварь»
ДЖД маугли-социума
ДДД одухотворенный человек
ноосферный вампир, бес
ноосферный лептонный маугли
святые духи
духовный сталкер
инопланетный торсионный маугли солнечной
системы
матрица торсионных галактических пришельцев
галактические пришельцы, Прозерпины
Вселенная
Господь Бог, Отец небесный, Творец вседержатель,
Брама неба
Галактический эфир (Солнце – Млечный путь)

CSS, an ”earth creature”
ASS, a being of a Mowgli social medium
SSS, a spiritualized individual
a noospheric vampire, demon
a noospheric lepton Mowgli
Holy Spirits
a spiritual stalker (guide)
an alien torsion Mowgli of the solar system
the matrix of torsion galactic offworlders
galactic offworlders, Proserpines
the Universe
Our Father, God Celestial, Creator All-Holder, Brahma
Celestial
Galactic ether (Sun-Milky Way)
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Межпланетный эфир (Меркурий – Плутон)
надземный эфир (до орбиты Луны)
земная твердь
От маугли-социума к отцу небесному
От Отца небесного к «земной твари» (атеисту)
Транскоммуникационный лабиринт

Interplanetary ether (Mercury-Pluto)
Earth-surface ether (limited by the Moon orbit)
terra firma
From a Mowgli medium to Our Father God Celestial
From Our Father God Celestial to an “earth creature”
(an atheist)
Trans-communication labyrinth

Fig. 2. Trans-communication labyrinth to be gone through by a spiritualized individual
Demons, as well as orthodox and other type atheists, are identical in their designs to make
judgments and prohibitions, regardless of being found on different levels of their manifestation
(a demon carries in itself the design of a self-murderer, a murderer of the otherwise-minded, and
implements its design when being housed in the corporal shell of an "earth creature”). They are
spiritually underdeveloped human beings (spiritual daltonians), incapable of understanding in
their hearts the laws of development of energoinformation substances of the physical and
metaphysical world manifested and non-manifested.
To identify a spiritual daltonian is easy: his mentality is formed with the left hemisphere brain
convolutions, the right hemisphere being atrophic, which causes the destruction of the transcommunication, innervation links with the spinal cord and desactivation of the channel for
perceiving the Holy Spirit, i.e. the desactivation of a receiving cosmic antenna (the spinal cord).
Simultaneously, the impact of the cerebrum on the abdominal brain is blocked, which results in
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all exchange processes on the cellular level being conceded to individual organs. The “earth
creature’s” system of vital activity becomes decentralized and is prepared for self-destruction.
Each man-the-Spirit is given a chance, within the boundaries of 4 epochs (Taurus’, Aries’,
Pisces’, Aquarius’), to appear on Earth 14-15 times in the average, with an epoch being 2130
years long (2130×4):14=600 years (each 600 years approx.).
The task of a man-the-Spirit, over his each life in a subsequent apparition on Earth, lies in the
acquisition and proper use of the chances given to him by the destiny for the sake of developing
his personality Spirit (see ‘Absolute laws of spiritual self-development’) within a given life, and
in getting prepared for another life, till he reaches the state of his personality Spirit’s complete
merge with the Holy Spirit, followed by the return to his Spiritual Home in the spiritual soul
Spirit (the Milky Way being the center of the elliptical Galaxy).
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